Focus on...

The mobile kitchen company

serving fresh meals, anywhere
With the advent of Social Distancing, how we
serve food to customers is changing.

challenges for caterers, especially in terms of
catering equipment.

We need to be able to serve food
anywhere, freshly made and enjoyable.

But a solution has been with BGL Rieber
for years...

This has thrown up a huge number of
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SAFE
‘n Go
Serve Anywhere... Fresh... Enjoy!

The challenges and solutions
Feeding with social distancing means having
fewer people in a single area, including less
queues, meaning no canteens, food halls etc. To
accommodate this requirement for larger numbers,
catering needs to be spaced out around a location,
and served from smaller feeding stations.
However, to then serve freshly cooked healthy food
at a variety of venues, creates its own challenges.
A ‘Street Food’ style of service solves this issue; it’s
a solution that’s been used for many years.
At BGL Rieber we have a number of products which
allow you to do this, hygienically, easily and flexibly.

l K-POT
l Varithek
l Navioven
l Hybrid Kitchen
... all designed specifically for mobile cooking and
perfect for the way we need to provide fresh cooked
food in the future.

See over for details on each product, and how
you can successfully...
SAFE’n Go - Serve Anywhere... Fresh... Enjoy!

Made in Germany l Great in Britain
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THE MENU:
• English Lamb Tagine with Roast
Vegetable Cous Cous
• Vegetable Curry with Boiled Rice
Food was freshly prepared in school
• Chocolate and Beetroot Sponge
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Time to act...

Cooking compartment separates into two zones.
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problematic if it affects the use of the
dining area outside the lunch period,
where it may be required for lessons
or sports.”

For more information or
advice on mobile cooking...
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